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INTRODUCTION

In today’s highly competitive and globalized economy, every company, in order to survive and progress, must use all available opportunities for its benefits. One of those opportunities lies in Business Process Management (hereinafter: BPM). Since observed subject is software developing company, application of BPM would be slightly different then “usual”. In production or trading companies we have product(s) which is not so much abstract as thousands lines of code. Implementing new features, releasing new versions, debugging, testing are just some of processes which exist in this enterprise and yet they are not so much mentioned in classical literature regarding Business Process Management. Some of those processes have potential to be automatized and by doing so, a lot of working hours could be saved but, automation without efficiency leads just towards increased inefficiency. For that reason, before any involvment of a new information technology (hereinafter: IT) infrastructure, those processes would need to go through thoroughly optimization and maybe even Business Process Reengineering (hereinafter: BPR). Purpose of my work would result in my contribution to the body of knowledge about BPM in growing companies in IT industry. At the time of writing this thesis, unproportionally small number of scientific works was published regarding this field - for that same reason I have opinion that this master thesis could be scientifically valuable for BPM community. As already mentioned, observed object is company Include IT GmbH and its processes. Complete work regarding Business Process Model and Notation (hereinafter: BPMN) is planned to be done with open-source software Bonita BPM 7.

In consideration off all above written, there are three main objectives of this master thesis:

- optimizing existing processes and designing new ones for maximizing end customer satisfaction;
- define responsibility for each event in developing process;
- test capabilities of Bonita BPM 7 with software developing companies.

Structure of the thesis would consist five major fields:

- first chapter as an intro, would deal with theory literature review regarding business process management;
- second chapter would deal with BPMN software BONITA BPM 7 and its components;
- in the third chapter observed object would be described (Include IT GmbH) as well its two main products – AgenaTrader Andromeda and AgenaTrader AdminTool;
- at the fourth chapter, full BPM life-cycle would be conducted, from defining the current model of processes, model a new desired state, execute its implementation, monitor its performance and at the end do additional optimizing and fine tuning of newly implemented processes;
- last chapter would be dedicated to a final results of this work, which would be in form of interviews, and surveys and personal experience.
Reconstruction of IT Include GmbH processes could do a lot for this young enterprise. Since this is a company which is constantly growing, each step forward regarding business processes is “easier today then tomorrow”, because each new employee brings new challenges for initial changes. If BPM optimization is done in this early stage, that would pave the road for future stable expansion. Expected results are improved customer satisfaction, structured quality control of final code which should result in more stable executions and decreased workload of employees by eliminating “double work” – just as Hammer once said “Don't Automate, Obliterate” (Hammer, 1990, p. 104)

1 BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

BPM is in same time art and the science (Dumas et al. 2013, p. 1). Since it is a relatively young science there are multiple definitions of BPM:

- “… is a field in operations management that focuses on improving corporate performance by managing and optimizing a company's business processes” (Harmon, 2005, p. 1).
- “… is the discipline of managing processes (rather than tasks) as the means for improving business performance outcomes and operational agility. Processes span organizational boundaries, linking together people, information flows, systems and other assets to create and deliver value to customers and constituents” (Business Process Management - BPM - Gartner IT Glossary, 2015).
- “…is supporting business processes using methods, techniques, and software to design, enact, control, and analyze operational processes involving humans, organizations, applications, documents and other sources of information (Aalst et al., 2003, p. 4).

![Figure 1. BPM Evolution](source: P. Harmon, The Scope and Evolution of Business Process Management, 2010, p. 38.)
One of the main theories regarding BPM and its evolution was devised by Harmon (2010, p. 38). According to him, BPM is clear synthesis from Business Management, quantitative methods like Six Sigma, Lean and other in combination with Information Technology (Figure 1). This shows that, Business Process Management is in middle of computer science (technical-engineering approach) and particular set of people’s skills which is required for conducting business (business-organizational approach). Very often goal(s) of BPM cannot be achieved if person who is leading project do not have necessary people’s skills which enables him to implement project successfully and improve business processes. Term “improvement of business process” means that its costs are reduced, execution time is decreased or just that error rate is brought to smaller or acceptable level (Dumas et al., 2013, p. 1).

Development of BPM is not finished, it is forming in accordance with current technology and trends. Nowadays we are witnessing exponential growth of devices contacted to internet – so called Internet of Things (hereinafter: IoT). The best indication of dynamics of this phenomena can be seen in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>96,00</td>
<td>189,60</td>
<td>372,30</td>
<td>3.511,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>1.842,10</td>
<td>2.244,50</td>
<td>2.874,90</td>
<td>13.172,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Business</td>
<td>395,20</td>
<td>479,40</td>
<td>623,90</td>
<td>5.158,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Business</td>
<td>698,70</td>
<td>836,50</td>
<td>1.009,40</td>
<td>3.164,40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>3.032,00</td>
<td>3.750,00</td>
<td>4.880,60</td>
<td>25.006,60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Mentioned trend is starting whole new branch of Business Process Management - BPM Everywhere (hereinafter: BPME) (Nathaniel, 2015, p. 15). Nevertheless, increasing number of IoT doesn’t mean anything by itself – meaningful cooperation between them, and ability to deliver required final result does. Future brings whole new era in BPM, where IoT could be used as sensors and providers of data while old fashioned system would process data (data mining) and up on that, bring decisions and move processes forward. Data collection do not end with just simple sensors but very often it capture social networks as well (Aalst & Song, 2004, p. 3). Tweets, social network statuses are analyzed and processed via semantic tools, converting qualitative data into quantitative and making those suitable as input information for advanced systems of decision.

Since BPM is still young branch of science, depending from different authors we are having different view as well – especially regarding business-organizational or technological-engineering approach. Those two views are not in confrontation whatsoever but only putting emphasize on different elements of BPM.
1.1 BPM Lifecycle – Business-Organizational View

Business Process Management in its methodology should always follow certain set of activities in proper order, as it can be seen in Figure 2 – this continuous workflow is called BPM Lifecycle:

- **Process discovery**: Starting point of all BPM auditing. During this activity responsible person (process analyst) should design AS IS process model which would truly represent situation in observed subject. Process model are done in correspondence with Business Process Model and Notation methodology. Responsible person should gather all data regarding complete business workflow, employees and their activities.

![Figure 2. BPM Life-Cycle](source)

- **Process analyzing.** During process discovery, all possible metrics about collected processes are collected as well. This is done so in the end we could compare performance, before and after BPM. Here BPM theory is offering two possibilities: process to be done by process analyst or domain expert. This is especially important to emphasize when we are dealing with process that are highly specialized. Then we are facing with a two choices like shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Process Analyst</th>
<th>Domain Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modeling Skills</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Knowledge</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no clear answer what should be done in this phase, it is always depending from current situation and industry. If company which is audited belong to industry of high specialization, then it is better that this process is done by domain expert. Otherwise this part could be done my process analyst.

- **Process redesigning**: During redesigning best practices should be applied to AS IS model – making them TO BE models. Firstly removing processes that are redundant and automate other where budget and infrastructure allows it. At this stage process analyst is still dealing with just models. Before any further step, towards implementation, those new processes in model can be tested in virtual environment and decision up its implementation can be given while reviewing its results.

- **Process implementation**: After modeling is done, process analyst have to make steps towards hardest and most critical part – implementation or execution phase. As previously mentioned this could mean many changes for employees. From losing a job, changing work position, to changing work habits, company culture or just reducing work load by using more productive technology. But BPM is not only about workers, it is customer oriented approach – that means that final result should not be measured by perception of workers but primarily by its output in form of increased/decreased customer satisfaction. Best KPIs (key performance indicators) for this abstract category are sales, net profit and customer satisfaction measured buy their feedback.

- **Process monitoring and controlling**: When implementation stage is successfully finished, that means that each process and final output needs to be constantly monitored. For this stage proper Key Performance Indicators (hereinafter: KPIs) should be used in order to track overall performance. When environment and nature of project allows it, Business Activity Monitoring (hereinafter: BAM) software can be used. Currently mostly often this software solution are being used by financial institutions after BPM implementation. Using KPIs or BAM software as guide line, we need to recognize bottlenecks in workflow and eliminate or at least reduce them to acceptable level. This is never ending process since every company, just as its markets, have dynamical nature.

Named activities represent continuous efforts for improvement of business processes. They move in cycles because internal and external (buyers and suppliers) environment changes as well as technology.

During previously explained BPM auditing process, various stakeholders are taking place in BPM lifecycle:

- **Management team.** Most important segment of BPM Lifecycle. This is usually CEO or any other member of Top Management hierarchy. Management team should be driving force
behind whole process – they should support and enforce all necessary changes for project’s sake.

- **Process owner.** Employee which is responsible for observed process. Under his responsibility he can have multiple employees for which work/results he is responsible or he can run one process all by himself.

- **Process participant.** All employees which are working day to day basis and taking part in examined business process. Their activities are often coordinated by process owner which is responsible for their results.

- **Process analyst.** In most cases person from external company, a consultant which is working on process discovery, analysis, redesign and implementation. It is highly recommended that this person have dual background – IT and business where he is conducting consulting/auditing. In order to be successful, all his activities must be coordinated and backed up by management team.

- **System engineer.** In accordance with process analyst specification, system engineer is developing suitable IT solution. His background and tasks are strictly technological.

In accordance with represented methodology, BPM audit would be applied later, in practical case on Include IT GmbH.

### 1.2 BPM – Technical-Engineering View

Previously was mentioned that BPM have two main stands in theory perspective. One of those perspectives is giving insights in “core of BPM” (Figure 3). It is interesting that this view have wider perspective since it includes BPM lifecycle and adds additional categories as well. Short overview of this theory of Rosemann & Brocke (2010, p. 112) can be seen by dividing them in six categories:

- **Strategic alignment.** First and most important element of BPM. When subject is experiencing BPM transformation, it must have support “from above”. Top management with CEO included, must give total support for this process. Only with this kind approach changes are possible, especially processes which are running in same way for several years.

- **Governance.** When implementing new process structure, it is important that transparency plays main role. It means that it must be known why some process is changed, who is in charge of that and when those planned operation would take a place. When responsibility roles are divided, that gives possibility to instantly identify “the weakest link” in case of obstacles.

- **Methods.** BPM methods are included in BPM theory. They can vary from case to case, from Six Sigma approach to Capability Maturity Model (hereinafter: CMM) – it is all depending from responsible person who is in charge for BPM implementation. Decision would be brought in accordance with industry where change is taking place, budget, number of employee and other elements relevant for this decision.

- **Informational Technology.** During the 90’s BPM was almost only about process optimization without too much automatization. Nowadays, IT is rapidly expanding and it
can be used for various business processes. Any process in company, starting from office desk to factory line which can be automated – it should be. Modern software solutions are making this task possible and cheaper by each day. Software for this purpose vary from KPI creating tools to complete Business Process Management Suite (hereinafter: BPMS).

Figure 3. The Six Core Elements of BPM

- **Strategic Alignment**
  - Process Improvement Planning
  - Strategy & Process Capability Linkage
  - Enterprise Process Architecture
  - Process Measures
  - Process Customers & Stake holders

- **Governance**
  - Process Management Decision Making
  - Process Roles and Responsibilities
  - Process Metrics & Performance Linkage
  - Process Related Standards
  - Process Management Compliance

- **Methods**
  - Process Design & Modeling
  - Process Implementation & Execution
  - Process Monitoring & Control
  - Process Improvement & Innovation
  - Process Program & Program Management

- **Information Technology**
  - Process Design & Modeling
  - Process Implementation & Execution
  - Process Monitoring & Control
  - Process Improvement & Innovation
  - Process Program & Program Management

- **People**
  - Process Skills & Expertise
  - Process Management Knowledge
  - Process Education
  - Process Collaboration
  - Process Management Leaders

- **Culture**
  - Responsiveness to Process Change
  - Process Values & Beliefs
  - Process Attitudes & Behaviors
  - Leadership Attention to Process
  - Process Management Social Networks

Source: M. Rosemann & J. Brocke, *The Six Core Elements of Business Process Management*, 2010, p.112, Fig. 2.

- **People.** BPM is under constant pressure to evolve because people’s (employee’s) capabilities changes over time. During the 90’s company would need additional training for employees to send an email, while today it is considered as part of elementary knowledge. This could be considered as external factor which is advantage for BPM implementation. In some cases when new processes are made, they could require additional education,
depending on their complexity and this could be challenging element for successful implantation.

- **Culture.** Corporate culture plays significant role in BPM. This is one of the hardest elements to change in process of BPM transformation and very often, element which would lead whole project to failure. Good example for that is 3M BPM case (Harmon, 2010, p. 69), where Six Sigma was introduced and with it, new corporate culture – product oriented instead of previous innovation oriented. New method show increment of financial performance and in same time, reduction of sales of newly innovated products. As soon as CEO which implemented new methods moved to another company, 3M corporate culture eventually reverted to old state – all previous changes were canceled due to previous dominant corporate culture. Nature of corporate culture also depends from industry sector – usually IT industry is more open for changes while others with longer tradition are not.

Development and usage of BPM solution is constantly growing due to next factors:

- Average employee is getting more skilled in IT, year by year. This trend is happening not only in highly developed countries but also in rest of less developed world. Proof of this statement we can see in case of China in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Rural and Urban Internet Penetration Rates in China, 2008 - 2015](image)

Source: *The Internet in China: How the Network is Shaping the PRC’s Economic and Social Landscape*, 2016.

Named skills do not come from deliberate education provided by company or government, but more from everyday life where usage of smartphones, internet, computers and other sophisticated technologies is becoming just part of normal life. As final results there is direct
correlation between percentage of IT skilled workforce and chances to conduct successful BPM project and achieve higher productivity in audited company.

- Increasing number of BPM software on market. With single search on website Capterra it can be found 165 software solutions regarding BPM and many of those are even freeware (Best Business Process Management Software | 2016 Reviews of the Most Popular Systems, 2016). This makes BPM solution available for each enterprise which is interested in their self-improvement.

- Availability of BPM suites as mobile apps. As previously said, using SOA and similar technologies BPM processes can be run on multiple platforms, including smartphones platforms like Android, iOS and Windows (What's new in IBM Business Process Manager V8, 2016). By using mobile platforms employees are able to take part of all processes even when they are not at office desk – doing so information from “field” are available in database even before employee returns to his desk. This is small, but yet significant catalyst in future positive trends of BPM usage.

Figure 5. IBM Business Process Manager Mobile Application


- Globalization and free market competition is one of the big drivers of BPM. Best example is again, Ford’s case (Dumas et al, 2013, p. 11). Ford would never start to question their processes if they did not see that for approximately same job Mazda was using 16 workers instead Ford’s 500. For example can be used European Union as a huge free market union, where market competition forces are even stronger today. Having this environment in force,
implementation of BPM could mean difference between successful enterprise or eventual bankruptcy.

1.3 BPM For Software Development

When dealing with software developing companies, environment is more dynamical than in other industries and for that reason it requires additional solutions and methodology. One of those solutions is Agile (What is Agile Software Development?, 2015)

1.3.1 Agile

Non-profit organization Agile Alliance is actively promoting this principles through Agile Manifesto. Agile Manifesto was made by seventeen independent authors where they manage to find common principles regarding software development. In this document they described roadmap for introducing Agile which consist from twelve principles (Principles behind the Agile Manifesto, 2001):

- Customer satisfaction by early and continuous delivery of useful software.
- Welcome changing requirements, even late in development.
- Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months).
- Close, daily cooperation between business people and developers.
- Projects are built around motivated individuals, who should be trusted.
- Face-to-face conversation is the best form of communication (co-location).
- Working software is the principal measure of progress.
- Sustainable development, able to maintain a constant pace.
- Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design.
- Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is essential.
- Self-organizing teams.
- Regular adaptation to changing circumstance.

In some cases certain contradictions can be found between Agile and BPM, but they are not critical obstacle for their coexistence. Agile as the name says for itself, represent not so much structured organization while BPM strive for opposite. This can be seen in Agile’s statement of values (What is Agile?, 2016):

1. Individuals & Interactions over Process & Tools.
2. Working Software over Comprehensive Documentation.
4. Responding to Change over Following a Plan.

Most interesting point for this master thesis is the first one: “Individuals & Interactions over Process & Tools”. With this point, Agile Manifesto doesn’t advocate that process and tools
should be ignored, but just that personal interaction in company is more important that pure process itself.

Second example would be face to face communication, which is not always possible by classical BPM frame work. Very often processes run in form of web form which wait in queue to be solved/answered. Sometimes time need for further response is several days and employees in this case could be located in complete different countries.

Another example of this differences can be seen if we observe BPM as clear road to automation and Agile method of development named pair programming (Williams, 2001, p. 27). Named method requires two programmers are using one workstation – one would use mouse/keyboard and actively entering lines of code, while second would be there as observer, tracking code for possible mistakes and suggesting better solutions if one is possible. Even this method, from BPM standpoint, look like enormous waste of time, it showed that final code result in 15% less bugs (Cockburn & Williams, 2000, p. 4). Decreased amount of bugs could save enormous amount of capital if final solution is used by either relatively high number of users or if developed software could cause high financial damage with developed bugs, all this could results in justification of double costs for programmer’s salaries.

### 1.3.2 Capability Maturity Model

Very important BPM tool for software developing industry is Capability Maturity Model. CMM became famous during the 90s by US Defense of Department Request for CMM happened due to increasing number of delivered bugs in final version of deployed software and also, due to constant breaking deadlines and budget for final releases. For the named reasons, US Defense of Department asked Software Engineering Institute (hereinafter: SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University and Watts Humphrey to develop CMM (Paulk, 1993, p. 2).

Using US Defense of Department’s data regarding organization that contracted for them, Humphrey and SEI made model which is able to put each software organization in one of five levels of maturity. By doing so, US Defense of Ministry had better information regarding reliability of their contractors. Of course, this screening impacted their decision regarding future projects.

- **Level 1 – Initial.** The lowest level of organization from CMM’s perspective. Main characteristics of this initial stage are chaotic organizational environment and ad hoc processes. Success of this kind of organizations depends mostly up on efforts of few individuals. Whole system acts in manners of black box – with given inputs there is insecurity regarding what would outputs be.

- **Level 2 – Repeatable.** In order to advance from initial level to level two, CMM is not entirely clear - it is not giving instructions how do come there but it has clear idea what is actually level two. At this point certain existence of processes is obvious and their efforts to
achieve repeatable and constant results. First sign of project management can be established and KPIs are being used to define performance between processes and their results.

- **Level 3 – Defined.** Characteristic of this level of maturity is that all processes in this organization are defined which implies that achieving constant results is possible. This is done using project management and by documenting all software developing process. Software engineers as well other employees, completely understands their roles and responsibilities.

- **Level 4 – Managed.** At this stage KPIs are deeply integrated so managers can have information regarding progress and problems of each process in organization. This information gives them ability to objectively bring any further decision. From this point on, process capability is possible which implies in significant decrease in results variability.

- **Level 5 – Optimizing.** In last level, organization is optimizing existing processes by implementing new technologies, increasing productivity and keeping the step with possible organization expansion.

Table 3. Process Areas, Categories, and Maturity Levels in CMMI 1.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process Area</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Maturity Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement and Analysis</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process and Product Quality Assurance</td>
<td>PPQA</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Monitoring and Control</td>
<td>PMC</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Planning</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Management</td>
<td>REQM</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier Agreement Management</td>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>DAR</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Project Management</td>
<td>IPM</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Process Definition</td>
<td>OPD</td>
<td>Process M</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Process Focus</td>
<td>OPF</td>
<td>Process M</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Training</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Process M</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Integration</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Development</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Management</td>
<td>RSKM</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Solution</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>VAL</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>VER</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Process Performance</td>
<td>OPP</td>
<td>Process M</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative Project Management</td>
<td>QPM</td>
<td>Process M</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Analysis and Resolution</td>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Performance Management</td>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>Process M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Project Management
2 Process Management
CMM technique can be used as guide line while (re)making processes in software developing organization. Level 5 should be goal which should be eventually achieved.

Additional improvement of CMM methodology is done in Capability Maturity Model Integration 1.2\(^3\) (hereinafter: CMMI 1.2). Methodology upgrade and detailed instructions regarding all needed processes in CMM are done by Carnegie Mellon University in their work (CMMI Product Team, 2006, p. 5). CMMI processes are separated for three different areas:

- CMMI for Acquisition.
- CMMI for Development.
- CMMI for Services.

In Table 3 are listed all process areas for each maturity level of CMMI (in this master thesis, only CMMI for Development would be observed). CMMI went one step further that its predecessor CMM. For each process area, detailed list of all sub-processes are listed. For example, first step to maturity level 2 is to ensure that process area of Configuration Management (hereinafter: CM) is introduced CMMI Institute, 2010:

- **CM 1.** Baselines of identified work products are established.
  - CM 1.1 Identify configuration items, components, and related work products to be placed under configuration management.
  - CM 1.2 Establish and maintain a configuration management and change management system for controlling work products.
  - CM 1.3 Create or release baselines for internal use and for delivery to the customer.

- **CM 2.** Changes to the work products under configuration management are tracked and controlled.
  - CM 2.1 Track change requests for configuration items.
  - CM 2.2 Control changes to configuration items.

- **CM 3.** Integrity of baselines is established and maintained.
  - CM 3.1 Establish and maintain records describing configuration items.
  - CM 3.2 Perform configuration audits to maintain the integrity of configuration baselines.

Same is done for all the other process areas. In that way all maturity level are strictly defined and possibility for misunderstanding and wrong judgment is brought to its minimum.

### 1.3.3 Key Performance Indicators

\(^3\) Starting from 2011. CMMI 1.3 was introduced but it would not be examined in this master thesis
In order to manage processes and measure their efficiency, proper metrics are required. Implementing key process indicators in processes of software developing is quite complex task to be done. Production factory, for example, could easily measure workers productivity by counting produced units, malfunctions, used raw materials and similar. Same methodology and logic would not give satisfying results in software engineering. Best example for that is metric single lines of code (hereinafter: SLOC). Named methodology is counting new line of code to estimate programmer’s productivity. Using SLOC as main KPI could be deadly for software developing company (Rosenberg, 1997, p. 139). This is due to fact that all employees are working in accordance with system of rewards and sanctions, and if more lines of code would provide them more rewards then they would simply strive to do that – simple deliver more lines of code regardless of their quality. At the end of development, this code can be completely useless because quality of this code cannot be measured completely until it reaches final users or at least beta testers (Bhatt, Tarey, & Patel, 2012, p. 151).

If another KPI would be used, for example, spent hours in development, company could have situation that people are just motivated to spend more time at their workplace, which does not imply that they would be more productive or valuable for the project. KPI can be set in Quality Assurance department by counting detected bugs in newly implemented code. But this could be false indicator, because amount of bugs would be heavily impacted by complexity of requested feature.

My personal view defers from named methodologies. Using purely quantitative metrics would not show real state of development. Since software engineering is combination of art and science (Ruhe & Saliu, 2005, p. 48), it is very hard to apply pure formulas on its results. Automated software tests which seek mainly for unhandled exceptions, show only one part of software quality – its stability. While its usability is impossible to rate by another program – it is possible only by rating of its final users by manual testing (Ramler & Wolfmaier, 2006, p. 88) at least this is the case with software that is developed by Include IT GmbH. For stated reasons, better choice for KPIs could be metrics from quality side like:

- Users ratings of software.
- Amount of sales.
- Filled complaints/bugs.
- Ratio of people which are using demo with full version users.
- Ratio of inflow of demo users/inflow of full version users.
- Users which stopped to use our software.

All named metrics in combination with a time units (per day, per month, etc.) can be used as KPIs of software engineering quality and productivity. In some cases SLOC could be used as metric like bugs per SLOC or similar. Some of those indicators are mutual results of marketing and sales efforts, but this kind of bias can be minimized if all metrics are observed together.
Overall productivity of one IT company can be observed and measured by using any project management tool in such way that we compare period to period state. This values can represent either number of features to implement or bug to fix – both can be used as forms of indicators. Good example for this case is online project management tool RedMine which would be further discussed in 4.1.2 chapter. All elements as features or bug fixes can be tracked and dynamics of their successful implementation can be compared from one period to another. This approach have disadvantage because not all elements have same complexity, thus different time (working hours) is needed for their implementation. Solution for this problem could be made in form of compromise, that each element is dedicated with specific value of working hours that is planned to be spent. This amount of time would be firstly suggested by developers and later should be approved (or disapproved) by controlling entity (head of development, project manager or CEO). Continuing from that point, having RedMine’s issues represented as value of working hours, efficiency could be measured by checking how much issues is fixed in one week – for example, one developer which had 40 working hours at disposal, fixed/developed issues which required 10 working hours. Following this logic, this would mean that efficiency of observed developer is $\frac{10}{40} = 25\%$. In this particular case, this would be sign for additional attention and investigation in order to understand reason for so low efficiency level. Reasons for that could be that wrong estimation regarding required hours was wrong from the start, or just developer took four times more time to develop/fix this issue due to his low skills or lack of motivation. Rate of tracking this KPIs is depending from company to company. If Agile methodology is being used, then one set of parameters should be used in same tempo which is designated as length of a one sprint (time period used in Agile methodology, during which specific work has to be completed and made ready for review.), while other set should be used day by day.

Final conclusion is that business should be devoted to its customers (first principle of Agile Manifesto) because they are source of incomes that gives life to a company and thus, one of the best indicator of software developing performance. User experience in combination with other metrics could result in quality KPIs which could be used for further improvements of business processes.

1.4 Success and Failure Factors

In BPM/BPR industry there is well known case during the 80’s where company Ford managed to decrease number of their accounts payable (Hammer, 1990, p. 107). From staggering number of 500 employees in that department, they managed to rise accuracy and speed while in same time, number of employees is decreased for 76% - even though, original goal was to decrease it for just 20%. In most BPM seminars this study case is used as an intro and intimidation factor.

But in very few cases we hear about all those unsuccessful projects. BPM is very complex and sometimes controversial idea for employees because very often it measures all workers performances and could lead to unwanted rearrangement of work position and sometimes even
loss of job. It would be naive if we would believe that average worker would be happy because this changes are for “greater good”, for company’s sake, if that would mean that his service are not needed any more. In order to beat this kind of obstacles, BPM implementer need to have set of skills that are beyond those which can be learned at any business school. Without rich experience and full top management support, most of those projects are doomed – according to Ramesh only 20% of them are finished on planned time (Your BPM Implementation is Bound to Fail | BPMInstitute.org, 2007).

*Figure 6. BPR Success Factors*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Egalitarian leadership</th>
<th>Collaborative working environment</th>
<th>Top management commitment</th>
<th>Change in management systems</th>
<th>Use of Information Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Shared vision/information</td>
<td>• Friendly interactions</td>
<td>• Sufficient knowledge about the BPR projects</td>
<td>• New reward system</td>
<td>• The role of IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Open communication</td>
<td>• Confidence and trust</td>
<td>• Realistic expectations of BPR results</td>
<td>• Performance measurement</td>
<td>• Use of IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Confidence and trust in subordinates</td>
<td>• Teamwork performance</td>
<td>• Frequent communication with BPR team and users</td>
<td>• Employee empowerment</td>
<td>• Use of up-to-date communication technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constructive use of subordinate’s idea</td>
<td>• Cooperative environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Timely training and education</td>
<td>• Adoption of IT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Most essential success factors could be divided in several categories. Prof. Habib made list with self-explanatory categories and factors in Figure 6. In his paper, (2013, p. 2) prof. Habib explains in details all required action in order for successful BPR implementation – joint effort from top management to bottom level employee with help of latest IT. But we should bear in mind that top technology, infrastructure and technical knowledge means almost nothing in BPM without people’s skills which would should pave the road for other elements (Dumas et al, 2013, p. 23).

As counterpart to success factor, there are failure factors (Figure 7):
Each reorganization generates specific insecurities among employees. As it can be seen in Figure 7, that could be for various reasons. These situations occur when company face changes, employees, middle management and sometimes even top management are afraid for their position and income – for that reasons they would resist new implementations and try to retain “old state”. If they cannot be convinced otherwise – project outcome is questionable. In some cases, fear of losing job is justified like in case of company 3M where implementation of BPM principles required laying off 11% of workforce (8,000 people) (Harmon, 2010, p. 69) or even more famous case, Ford’s acquisition of Mazda, where reduction in Ford’s payable department was 76%, from initial 500 to 120 employees (Dumas et al, 2013, p. 11).

It is up to top management and person in charge for BPM implementation to fight with named resistance factors (Muehlen & Ting-Yi Ho, 2005, p. 463). They can be prevented (or at least reduced) by proper introduction, explanation and education regarding planned changed and new processes. As conclusion it could be said that final outcome depends from top management determination, skills of BPM implementer and available resources.

2 BONITA BPM 7

Bonita BPM (Figure 8) is open source suite created in France National Institute for Research in Computer Science in 2001. Starting from 2009, software Bonita is being developed by company Bonitasoft. Bonita was founded by Miguel Valdés-Faura and Charles Souillard – current CEO and Chief Technical Officer (hereinafter CTO) respectively. At the moment, they have over one thousand users and according to them, they are the fastest growing BPM open source community in the world. This positive trends attracted some big investors like Ventech, FSN PME, Auriga Partners, Serena Capital and others. Additional funds meant additional workforce which allowed them to increase number of developers.
Judging by Google Trends (Figure 9) B is having constant growth of global interest. This is clear indication that Bonita BPM is having constant growth of popularity and it is probably at its first steps of potential popularity and that in the future it could set some standards in this industry.

On their website they provided numerous video tutorials so new users would be able to adapt more easily. For any questions, user could choose from either official support team of Bonita or just search through forum in order to find solution. Beside all mentioned, users have at disposal webinars which give advance explanation for designing BPM solutions.

Infrastructure of Bonita BPM 7 can be divided on three main components:
• Bonita Studio.
• Bonita Portal.
• Bonita BPM Engine.

2.1 Bonita Studio

Bonita Studio (Figure 10) is module where user actively design business processes with BPMN 2.0 (OMG, 2011, p. 1). It is divided in four main areas:

• Whiteboard, area where business processes are being designed together with pools – workflow models.
• BPMN palette, which consist all needed BPMN 2.0 elements for designing any business process.
• Tree view/overview, the panel with allow you to see the entire process diagram.
• Details panel, allows you to set and technical parameters regarding modified process. This panel turns workflow model into working application.

Figure 10. Bonita Studio

Bonita Studio is have user friendly interface which minimize need for any further training. If user have experience with BPMN standards, he would not need additional training for transition to this tool.

2.2 Bonita Portal
Bonita Portal module is running in web based form which is hosted on local HTTP server (Apache Tomcat / 7.0.55) – it can be run on local computer from URL: http://localhost:8080/bonita/portal/homepage#?_p=tasklistingadmin&_pf=2

As soon as we try to activate any process Bonita would require from user to identify himself over Bonita Portal login form (Figure 11)

*Figure 11. Bonita Portal Login Screen*

In accordance with set privileges and obligations specific Bonita Portal would appear in front of the user (Figure 12). From that point user can check his pending processes, failed one and one which are already done. Of course, he can start a new one – but in accordance with predefined rules which were already set in Bonita Studio. Basically all previously drawn and set BPMN models Bonita Studio, are set in force in Bonita Portal. It can be said that Bonita Portal is user’s module while Bonita Studio is more BPM developer module.

*Figure 12. Bonita Portal*
One example of how inside of one workflow same document can be seen in example of simple case of request from employee Helen Kelly for travel expenses (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Travel Request Form, Helen’s Side

![Travel Request Form, Helen’s Side](image)


After being submitted for approval, travel request form sent from Helen, arrives on queue of Helen’s boss, William (Figure 14):

Figure 14. Travel Request Form, William’s Side

![Travel Request Form, William’s Side](image)


In case of William, he got complete travel request from Helen, with additional two fields: “Approval Status” and “Comments”. In accordance with company’s policy William then approve, reject or asks for modification where he would explain in Comments section. This was
small representation of simple use of Bonita, which could be applied to almost any BPM situation.

2.3 Bonita BPM Engine

Bonita BPM engine (Figure 15) is background module which is not visible for ordinary user – it uses various application programming interfaces (hereinafter: APIs) that allows us to connect Bonita’s processes with other applications and web services.

On Figure 15 it explained how Bonita BPM engine is functioning as center of entire suite. All actions done in Bonita Studio are done with help of Bonita Engine and later are manageable with Bonita Portal or some other system with connection to API. Well-structured API technologies allows Bonita to successfully connect to other applications inside company.

In example of Include IT GmbH, this tool could be used to connect in same time with Open-source Ticket Request System (hereinafter: OTRS), RedMine and email server in same time. If deeper integration is needed, API could be extended to existing licenses database and by doing so complete informational system could be captured inside Bonita.

![Figure 15. Bonita BPM Engine](image)


Since Bonita Engine allows connection to customer relationship management (hereinafter: CRM) and enterprise resource planning (hereinafter: ERP) software, implementation is possible with some popular solutions like MS Dynamics, SAP ERP or some other. Constant updates of documentation regarding development of API and its free access, as a final results means easier
access for developers. This gives to Bonita whole new level of compatibility and usability for business users.

3 INCLUDE IT GmbH

Observed subject for this master thesis is Austrian company, located in Vienna – Include IT GmbH. During researching and writing of this thesis, I was employee in this company so most of information regarding processes was collected directly from my department - Quality Assurance. Rest of qualitative data is collected by interviewing coworkers and CEO, while quantitative data was acquired by extracting csv files from RedMine and OTRS platform and later processing them in software MS Excel, by using PivotTables.

In next few lines I would try to give introduction of mentioned company as well its main product – software AgenaTrader.

3.1 Introduction and History of Include IT GmbH

Include IT GmbH is software developing company founded in Vienna, Austria in 2010. Its main product is software for semi-automated stock exchange trading – AgenaTrader. CEO and founder of Include IT GmbH is Mr. Gilbert Kreuzthaler. Before starting this company in 2010, through his career he gained significant experience in two independent fields – stock exchange trading and C# programming language. This experience and combination of two professions were crucial human capital for founding Include IT GmbH. As long-time trader and programmer, he was able to see the gap in the market and start designing his own software solution – coding a software which would have all features that he would like to have as a trader.
Besides Mr. Kreuzthaler, main development department is based in Ukraine with two C# software developers while rest of the team is based in EU, mainly in Austria and Germany. Vienna office have four additional departments: infrastructure, Quality Assurance (hereinafter: QA), Customer Support and Sales Department (Figure 16). Team consist also of numerous professional intraday traders which are valuable assets to company for their feedbacks and ideas regarding various AgenaTrader features.

Since observed subject is small enterprise, those departments relatively small - judging by the number of employees. For that reason some of them have very tight connection like, sales and customer support, customer support and Quality Assurance and Quality Assurance and development. This tight cooperation is useful because with common work some issues are solved faster. For example, any bug/problem that customer would report, if they are without solution, customer support is consulting firstly with Quality Assurance. If that attempt was not successful, Quality Assurance is consulting development in order to solve initial customer’s problem. By doing this, company is trying to avoid usage of resourced dedicated for development and testing for two reasons: they are more expensive than sales support, and any involvement of those resources in solving user’s issues is slowing down development. Simple communication is possible for team based in Vienna office, while other parts of company which are physically dislocated from headquarters have constant video link while everyday communication is done by Skype. Communication and cooperation from Vienna office departments and other, outside of Vienna have lower degree of efficiency than departments based in Vienna – due to lack of constant direct contact. Efforts are constantly done to erase any side effects of physical distance.
3.2 AgenaTrader

Center of attention are processes around software called AgenaTrader (Figure 17). This is highly sophisticated software designed for stocks/futures/forex trading. It offers to the traders manual, semi-automated or fully automated trading – this is actually the biggest advantage of this software. Since exchange markets (stocks, forex, futures and others) are quite dynamical, they force intraday traders\(^4\) to spend each minute in front of their monitors in order to maintain their orders and positions. Besides that, they spent hours analyzing charts from numerous instruments on several time frames - all in order to find specific patterns which could be reliable signal for entry or exit point.

Using AgenaTrader, trader can turn that signal patterns in numerical algorithms, and load over 5,000 instruments at once and let software scanning the markets and notify him when specific market behavior is found. When specific pattern on market is found (signal), it can be transferred to trigger, that would start automatic trade – without any manual action of the trader. This software allows simultaneous scanning of multiple instruments on multiple time frames. Time frames are starting from a one tick (The minimum upward or downward movement in the price of an instrument), to day, week or a month – for any of those different trading strategy could be applied.

\[\text{Figure 17. AgenaTrader Andromeda 1.8}\]

Besides scanning for signals, AgenaTrader have additional functions like managing stop orders. Stop orders in trading strategy are preventing losses if market goes in opposite direction than

\(^4\)Intraday traders in most cases buy and sell the instrument during the same day by using timeframes shorter than one day
expected. When AgenaTrader’s module AT++ is activated those stop orders are tracked and managed automatically – same concept goes for target orders. Without software help, traders are forced to move stop orders by themselves in accordance with market trends or they could leave them at initial level and risk - in that way they could miss profit opportunities. Automated managing of orders can be done in combination of 170 already built in market indicators. Users with advance programming skills can make their own conditions and indicators which later can be used as instructions for managing of stop order.

Size of orders and risk are key to successful trading. AgenaTrader also allows trader to set this parameters before trading, so each entry in market would be under previously set conditions. Up on each entry in market, software would calculate order size on basis of trader’s account and situation on market. This helps to trader to have consistent strategy, which in long run should results in profits.

For any idea regarding trading strategy, instead of risking their own money, or spending time with paper-money accounts, back-testing module is developed. Each strategy that trader would like to use in future, before risking his own money, he can download historical data and apply his strategy on any instruments for any time frame and period. Doing this trader would save money (in comparison with testing with his own real money account) and time (in comparison with testing with demo account). In accordance with result, he can improve or completely dismiss his initial strategy.

Having mentioned most important features of this software, it is clearly that target group is not average computer user. Those are people with above average income, highly educated and with big passion for numbers, risk and stock exchange trading. Combination of this kind of user’s characteristics makes quite high standards for quality. Any bug in software is potential financial loss for users – which is of course not refundable, market would not “forgive” traders for their badly placed orders and strategies. This is actually one of the reasons for this master thesis – demands for high quality code and means how to get and sustain that level of excellence.

3.3 AgenaTrader – AdminTool

Since this is not freeware software, Include IT GmbH developed additional software for license managing. This is actually software which enable issuing and managing user licenses. Licenses are used for activation of various levels of functionality of AgenaTrader and its additional packages. AdminTool works on basis SQL database which consists of license keys and usernames.

Every time when contact with user is established, his “profile” is being updated with information like used operative system, brokerage / data feed, purchased packages. This information is useful in case of bug reporting. Knowing mentioned details is half job done
because testing department can significantly reduce number of testing scenarios for reproducing reported bug.

AdminTool is also very useful as statistical tool – it enables tracking of inflow of demo and purchased licenses and in that way it can present current trends to the management and using historical data, try to predict future trends as well.

**4 BPM LIFECYCLE – INCLUDE IT GmbH**

Since observed entity is software developing company, its core process is software development of course. In accordance with that fact only core process would be audited. First task is to identify core business processes in Include IT GmbH and design them in form of “AS IS” BPMN model. To do that, all sources of information must be documented. This model should be workflow of all core processes that are running in this company. Afterwards, on basis of field experience and BPM theory model “TO BE” BPMN model would be derived. In execution part, process of implementation would be described. Implemented processes would be partially automated and partially we would upgrade existing one or completely eliminate them if they are unnecessary any more. Monitoring would be done for certain period of time, one week up to one month in order to see the new results of BPM intervention.

Quantities metrics would be applied where possible but preferred personal interviews will be conducted with CEO, as well with employees in order to find their opinion regarding changes in their business environment. In accordance with retrieved metrics and interview, final optimizing would be done.

**4.1 Process Discovery and Analysis**

In order to define current state of business processes in Include IT GmbH, firstly is needed to define source of all inputs which drives development. As employee myself I was able to easily identify those sources during my regular working activities. By inputs it is considered all impulses that drives company’s processes forward – development of the software. Among them we have:

- OTRS.
- RedMine.
- Forum, emails and phone calls.

In second part, observed process would be the process of software release – their preparation, timing and impact of software quality.
4.1.1 OTRS

OTRS (Figure 18) is main infrastructure for dealing with customer’s request. In most cases those requests are regarding support issues and sales questions.

Figure 18. OTRS

![OTRS Dashboard Image](Source: Release Notes: OTRS 4 beta1 - otrs.com, 2015.)

OTRS is actually email platform which is managing emails in sophisticated way, enabling involvement of several employees at once while solving some user’s issue. Employee responsible for OTRS is firstly trying to give proper support to customer and if he is not able to do that, then this request is forwarded to QA department where those issues are firstly tested in order to confirm their existence in current source code and then fixed by development team. If initial problem is confirmed in our source code then customer is notified with this results and he is given issue number so he can track progress of fixing process. After issue is fixed and tested with positive outcome, ticket is closed and customer is notified about outcome and version where new code would be implemented.

Same platform is often being used as help tool for executing internal decision from regular Monday meeting. In that way, stakeholders can track in any moment current state of confirmed decision. This decision start from small tasks as opening email account for a new worker, up to setting new website for a new web conference.

As it can be seen from Figure 19, there are two main types of input information – error exception and user questions.
Error exception are automatically created in moment when software crash. Special module which is implemented in AgenaTrader tries to take screenshots of all open windows and makes memory dump which is submitted to OTRS platform\(^5\). This type of ticket is always automatically assigned to Developers – without any need for additional confirmation of issue. Depending from version of AgenaTrader priority is set – if that exception occurs on official release, than this is top priority issue because most likely all users have this potential bug on their machine, otherwise, if it happens on any of beta releases, it is set to second level priority as part of regular development activities.

Developers analyze memory dump in combination with screenshot and they implement additional code which should prevent reported exception. After Quality Assurance confirm the validity of implemented code, Customer Support is notified and end user as well.

Main issue with current model is that is highly “manual work” intensive. This process could be only partly automated because very often it requires direct communication with end customers or potential customers.

4.1.2 RedMine

---

\(^5\) By sending automated email from user’s side, using Agena’s server and attaching all necessary information.
RedMine (Figure 20) is, just as OTRS an online platform, but it doesn’t deal with emails. RedMine’s main purpose is project management and issue/bug tracking. In background it uses MySQL, PostgreSQL or SQLite database.

All bugs, feature request, proposals ends up in this system. Whenever CEO or any employee gets new idea about additional feature in software, which should be developed, he makes issue in RedMine and assigned it to CEO. In RedMine platform, term “issue” doesn’t mean necessarily a negative connotation, it is a basic element for implementation which could be new feature or reported bug. If this issue could be valuable addition to final product, it is assigned to development department where this feature is later developed. Any issue enables attachments for additional explanation which is useful in cases of complicated explanation where we need video clip of steps how to reproduce the issue, or just presentation where is explained some new feature.

All issues can be assigned with next attributes: target version of implementation, urgency, OTRS number (if applicable), status and assignee. Attributes in RedMine platform are customizable so if needed, new can be implemented without any additional costs. RedMine infrastructure in combination with attributes gives good ground for structured workflow. Since in RedMine we can track other user’s (employees) activity, time needed for their reaction, number of assigned issues this could be good point for KPIs - starting from fixed bugs to successfully implemented features.

Figure 20. RedMine

As it can be seen from Figure 21, there is certain difference from OTRS processes (Figure 19). While RedMine is used mostly for development or project management where CEO as decision maker is involved, OTRS is used just as operative level platform.

*Figure 21. RedMine AS-IS Model “Project Management”*

Two main operation are done over RedMine platform:

- **Implementation of a new features.** It is starting by making feature proposal and assigning it to CEO. Once in a month, CEO is listing all feature proposals and making plan for next version. Then, he is deciding up on assigned feature proposal. From that point he can reject it or accept it. Up on accepting it, he is assigning issue to developing team with proper target version and priority. After implementation is done, Quality Assurance department is getting assigned with initial issue to test the new feature. Depending from outcome of the test, whole workflow is ending or if feature is not properly implemented it is returned to development for additional coding.

- **Debugging.** After bug is reported, either from Quality Assurance or user’s side, issue is assigned to Quality Assurance department in order to reproduce the issue. Reproducing issue is very important process, because only if proper pattern of actions is found, which results in bug, it can be fixed – otherwise this bug stays documented but not fixed. After founding proper order of actions which are causing reported bug, Quality Assurance department is making detailed description and instructions in issue and assigning it to development department. Depending from potential damage of this bug, specific priority is set. Development department then is debugging this issues and up on resolving it, it assign it back to Quality Assurance department. Then testing takes a place, and up on results issue is closed or returned to development.
4.1.3 Forums, Emails and Phone Calls

On company’s website two separate forums are existing. Division is done on language basis, so currently exists English and German forum. Usually support staff is able to directly answer and help regarding user’s question – in that way process starts and ends inside forum’s borders and there is no need for further description in BPMN models. Since this software exist for several years very often experienced users give answers and advice to others – this detail is helping to reduce work load from customer support.

*Figure 22. Forum, Emails and Phone Calls, AS IS Model*

In cases when there is support issue which cannot be resolved by support staff, issue is being made in RedMine, and number of that issue is given on post so forum members could track development of issue. When bug is fixed and tested with positive outcome, issue in RedMine is closed and forum member in post is notified that he would have fix with next AgenaTrader update. Entire workflow is captured in Figure 22.

In similar way as forum, input of information works with emails and phone calls. Sometimes users choose email and phone calls over other methods because of privacy concerns. They would like to avoid revelation of their identity among other users in cases if they had some problems because this could affect their public image of professional trader. Maybe their reported issue is regarding showing some financial losses in software that they would like to keep for themselves or any other reason for which they would like to retain maximum privacy.

4.1.4 Software Release

32
Development works on bugs from previous release and new features and forward them to testing department. If bugs are found in previously processed issues, they are returned back to development, while other issues with positive outcome are closed.

Current process of software release is happening in time cycles in average of one to two months (Figure 23).

When desired level of fixed bugs and developed features is achieved, CEO announces that minor release would be made. This actually means that all users would get notification in their software to update to the latest release version. Before this decision is made, release note must be updated. Release note is a document which is following each version of software with detail explanations what is changed in that particular version. After that customer support department is taking Mercurial and in combination with RedMine (each entry in Mercurial is having reference number of issue in RedMine) is making new release note.

### 4.2 Process Redesign

In order to redesign existing processes several ideas were planned to be implemented:

#### 4.2.1 RedMine subproject “BetaTesters”

In accordance with resources, company can employ only limited number of testing staff. Usually in testing departments significant amount of resources is saved by using automated testing. In
case of trading software which works with several other brokers where each one of them is using different API – automated testing is limited.

Option like outsourcing, would not give proper results, since testing of trading software can be done only by users which are skillful enough in both IT and trading. In same time there are several proactive AgenaTrader users, so project “BetaTesters” was next logical step.

Figure 24. Example of Release Note on BetaTester Project

Main idea behind it is to make subproject of current RedMine where, besides current employees, beta testers would also have access. Beta testers would be selected by customer support department and send them invitation to join the project. They would not be paid for their participation but, they would receive top priority support regarding bugs they discovered, the newest features before official release and other incentives – modest version of “Bug bounty program” like Microsoft, Google and Facebook have. In return for incentives, AgenaTrader would try to gain from their trading experience, additional security and stability improvement as result of additional bug checking from their side. Since they are experienced traders, new ideas for future development are expected as mutual gain. Main plan is, to release the latest beta each second week. In that way all bugs that Quality Assurance department missed to catch, beta tester would/should find them. So, if first beta release is given on 1th in the month, by the 15th in the month new bug reports by Quality Assurance and beta testers would be fixed and parallel new features would be developed. Each time when beta release is given, proper release note is given for beta testers, so they are aware what changes are done in last two weeks (Figure 24).
4.2.2 New Support Contact Form

Current support is mostly based on direct email correspondence. In this process Include IT GmbH is losing significant amount of working hours. Firstly to retrieve all needed information regarding reported issue, used broker and data feed and other needed information in accordance with reported problem. Following this workflow, time spent from initial report up to solution can last over one month.

![Support Contact Form](image)

*Figure 25. Support Contact Form*

There are two main reasons for this amount of spent time – first is previously described long process of obtaining all necessary data and second one is that we are getting more and more users and with them more customer support requests.

With increasing tempo of inflow of new users, where 90% of them are demo and roughly 10% are paid users, new working force is required. Even though licensed users always have priority, demo users must be served too, because otherwise, they would never decide to purchase the software. If would be decided to hire more workforce in customer support it would not be profitable, because, tempo of demo user request is growing more than licensed one, which means that newly hired employee would not contribute to incomes which they are being spent.
One of the ways to increase efficiency of customer support department is new support contact form (Figure 25).

Result of this implementation should be that from first instance we are getting all necessary data and we can focus on solution in first response. Since every broker or datafeed is specific, those data is required from start, as well version of AgenaTrader, description of an issue, and screenshot or any other attachments. In this way responding and resolving time would be decreased, which should result in user satisfaction and trust in AgenaTrader.

4.2.3 AgenaTrader Wiki Project

In order to provide clients with the best quality help files, Wiki project of AgenaTrader is implemented (Figure 26).

![Figure 26. AgenaTrader Wiki Project](source)

In well know fashion as Wikipedia works, all help material is sorted in AgenaTrader Wiki project. This help users to navigate with ease and quickly find answer for their questions. Result of this implementation should be decreased pressure on customer support department. Expectation are that when quality online help content is provided to public, that before sending any requests to customer support, help files would be read and answer would be found there.

4.2.4 AgenaTrader Education

Project which would create whole new ecosystem around AgenaTrader. Since more than a half user requests are caused by poor knowledge of software, it is decided that independent project
would be implemented - AgenaTrader Education certification. Education would be based on structured tutorial videos which would be divided in modules – in accordance with every AgenaTrader feature. During the videos and at end of each module, user would have to answer certain set of question in order to pass the module. This concept is well known today and it would not be some kind of prototype, because on Internet we have many online education website like for example Coursera. All modules from one level must be passed in order to acquire that certificate. This system would have three levels of education – basic, advanced and expert. Basic would be free of charge and it would prepare user for correct usage of all features. Education project can be used as leverage in future, when users are coming with some general questions regarding product, they could be forwarded to education project. Then customer support would have one more additional element for prioritization – request from user with the highest level of certificate would have higher priority than one with lower or any education certificate. This method would be based that people without any knowledge about software are most likely asking how to activate some feature, which should definitely belong to basic education. Advanced level of education would deal with specifics of technical features regarding defining mathematical formulas for detecting particular market signals. This level would require live intervention of mentor and therefore they would not be free of charge. Expert certificate are earned when all previous are already passed plus if user/trader is making significant success on market and have his own trading style. When user acquire this level, he would be listed on AgenaTrader Education certificate website, as one of certified mentors for our new users. This would give him opportunity to hold education seminars/webinars with AgenaTrader approval – and of course have additional income from this channel.

4.2.5 Key Performance Indicator implementation

Two main KPIs are planned to be implemented in order to avoid future bottlenecks. First one should be on Quality Assurance/development side, which should enable better precision in estimating date of completion of one product (implementation of features + correction of bugs). This could be done by measuring number of open and closed RedMine issues by each AgenaTrader version. Next step would be to check issues assignments’, who’s duty they are and for how long they are not processed. To do so, RedMine issues can be exported daily in regular CSV file which could be later processed by using simple MS Excel PivotTable functions. Using RedMine information, in combination with Pivot Charts and trendiness could give us better picture about future expectation. Tempo of decreasing open issues, and increasing closing issues could show some indication regarding activity in development and Quality Assurance department. Of course, whole measurements which are based on RedMine issue number have one serious flaw – two issues do not mean necessary that they require same amount of work in development/testing. We have no information regarding working hours which should be far more important information when making estimations regarding future release.
Second KPI would be exclusively on customer support side, measuring performance of that department. That could be done by measuring average time needed for closure of OTRS tickets. If two indicators would be used, one as 3 last month’s average time and last week average time, than we could also see future trends of performance and prepare on time if we need more personnel in any of departments.

4.2.6 Build With Tags

Previously, when executable setup file was made, there was no method to find the date at which exact commit build was started. Commit represent any new code implementation – new feature of bug fix. Only estimation could be done on basis of executable date of creation. So looking at Figure 27 for example, if there is a version that is four days old, that would mean ten possible outcomes - since there is ten commits on that day when executable setup file was made. Outcome leaves place for speculation regarding final commit of observed executable and thus additional work load for Quality Assurance.

This makes several new possibilities to test when making testing scenarios. Second problem was that, executable setup files were built only up on explicit request towards CEO to make a new build. Often it happens that CEO is busy or he forgets so all tests regarding requested build are waiting. With this simple issue, additional delays are created for testing scenarios and many working hours are wasted in Quality Assurance.

Connection between version number and commit is important for Quality Assurance department and for development because, each bug that is reported, in order to be debugged, must be reproduced in development environment. For that purpose, new tagging mechanism is
implemented – with each build, automatic or manual, special tag is being assigned to commit for complete tracking (Figure 27 – vertical red rectangle).

With implementation of this simple tool, general overview of complete project is improved for all departments in company.

4.2.7 Description of Reported Bugs

Previously bugs were reported without notation about version where they occurred. With this bad practice in power it was almost impossible to track down this issue after few days, weeks, months. The problem was that, when software is developing, each day we are building new version and after some time we are unsure is this issue still present in the latest release.

Figure 28. Example of Additional Description in Redmine Issue

When that kind situation happens, issue is returned to Quality Assurance department where it is being tested with the latest version to be sure, do we still have this issue. This is of course tremendous waste of time. For that reason, “rule of good practice” was implemented regarding process of reporting the issue. If issue is being reported with executable that reported issue should always start with: “Tested with [VERSION NUMBER]” (Figure 28) or in cases where testing was being done with developing environment: “Tested with dev env 10905 (1b7eb4084cf8) Feature #6294 "IB: Level 2 data from DOM"” (example from Figure 27–horizontal red rectangle). In this was additional information is given, it is clear was the issue...
reproduced in executable or development environment where original source code was compiled in MS Visual Studio and ran after compilation is done

With new practice, when developer starts debugging the issue, he can immediately see was the problematic part of the code already affected by some other fixes and in that way, save significant amount of time for QA department.

4.2.8 Software Release Cycle

Three main changes are planned in software release cycle and those are:

1. Changes regarding selection of the issues which would be processed for next release.

Decision regarding issues which would be included in next release is not anymore brought by just development department. Before this change, development was selecting most convenient or any of high priority issue and worked on that. Even productivity was not the issue, problem was that management did not had any (or minimum) impact on planned development – it was impossible to predict what would be fixed/developed by next week or two. Now CEO, Quality Assurance department and development are making decision on basis of plans for future releases – in best case scenario this means plan for next two weeks. This change is mainly caused by need in future to develop two or more product simultaneously with same team and then project management would be seriously challenged with previous structure. Release notes are not done any more by customer support department, they are done by Quality Assurance department in moment when issue is tested with positive outcome. Example of that process can be seen in (Figure 29), where Quality Assurance department is making regular updates regarding official version. Regular users do not get RedMine issue to read, but instead of that, customer support department is using this base to deliver final form of release note – rich HTML stylized environment.
Reason for that change is fact that Quality Assurance know more about closed issue in that moment, than customer support after one month – time needed for completing this process is severely decreased because it is done during whole cycle while before, it was done when release decision is made. Final change is included beta testers as additional security ring. Before going out with release, it is given to beta tester to use it at least for one week. Because, each fix which is done in official version (1.8 in this case) is almost always implicitly included in 1.9 beta as well. In that way, as soon as we go out with beta release (with current tempo, each two weeks), almost all bug fixes for 1.8 are tested in that cycle as well. In accordance with collected feedbacks we are making final decision for releasing new version of software.

4.2.9 Bug Fixing/Feature Developing.

Stated ideas would significantly decrease load on customer support department and, what is more important, we are expecting increased end buyer satisfaction. Decreased load on customer support means as well more time in Quality Assurance to work on stability of software instead dealing with issues caused by lack of knowledge to correctly operate AgenaTrader. Compiling all this concepts in one holistic solution, we get TO BE BPMN model shown in Figure 30.
In current TO BE model we see three different type of inputs from external sources. We see unhandled (error) exception which are being sent automatically if AgenaTrader crash. For all automated bug reports we do not inform client regarding their fixes. Bugs of course, would be fixed and the new code would be available up on next update, but no special feedback information is given like when we get manual report.

Second source would be bugs reported from our forum, emails and phone calls (and later also by BetaTesters). This issues first comes to customer support where they have first check. In many situation there was just problem with some settings or wrong interpretation from user’s side.

For reported problems for which customer support establish that could be genuine bugs, they are forwarded to Quality Assurance. There reported bug is closely examined and efforts are invested to reproduce\(^6\) them. In best case scenario bug is reproduced, and Quality Assurance is giving detailed instructions to development regarding scenario which is causing bug or in special occasions, if developer is available, debugging is done right away over live session in Quality Assurance employee’s computer.

---

\(^6\) Reproduce, replicate, repeat reported bug in development environment like MS Visual Studio 2013
Third and fourth source of issues are actually feature requests. The one which comes from users and employees must arrive to CEO first for final decision, afterwards, if positive, they are being moved to development. Customer’s proposal are also important but there is problem with “noise”. Very often those proposals are some user wishes that just are not possible or require too much developing hours, but sometimes they truly represent some valid need of users. It is up to customer support to try to filter valid requests and forward them in RedMine. Of course, CEO’s request are going directly to developing. After everything is set in order, we can move to next phase – process implementation.

4.3 Process Implementation

Depending up on complexity of project, implementation of particular processes are planned into agenda. First step was to implement platform for all other phases of execution.

In order to closely track development of all implementation and resolution of all internal and external tasks “3M” was introduced – Monday morning meeting. As the same names says, each seven days, all team members have meeting with CEO. It starts with informal breakfast where CEO and employees are just discussing in relaxed atmosphere. Later, as breakfast comes to end, CEO firstly state points that he would like to address, those can be internal or external nature. For each one of them, responsible persons are dedicated and deadline for which task should be resolved. Some of those points are just information regarding new contracts that company made. In second part employees are bringing they own points that they would like to address and get some resolution. This small upgrade is contributing a lot for creating healthy company’s culture and team building. Since CEO have consultative management style, all decisions brought at this meeting have none or very small resistance. It must be emphasized that this method is still feasible only because of relatively small number of employees. As number of employees is growing this meeting would be hard to maintain for two main reasons: increased loss of working hours and decreasing ability to achieve consensus. But at this point of company’s development it is suitable for its needs – it is excellent platform for executing all changes in company, building healthy company culture and future monitoring of any project.

From this point we plan to lunch execution of all ideas in accordance with time needed for their complete implementation. Changes regarding core process of reporting the bugs and “builds with tags” are not demanding from any perspective and for that reason they are implemented first. Employees in Quality Assurance got complete instruction how to continue in future workflow while for builds, developers made a script. Developers made small extension of original idea - for beta version (in this case version 1.9.x) build is created automatically each day at two o’clock by just using simple *.bat file and windows schedule module and notification email is sent to selected employees (Figure 31). In that way testing of the newest implementation in 1.9 can go faster than compiling the code from scratch. Originally planned tags are implemented for both versions 1.8.x and 1.9.x.
Next step is forming the Beta Testers group. Enabling technical platform is easy part, because actual platform already exists (RedMine), we need only to create additional subproject. More challenging part was selecting people who would actually be part of Beta Testers project. It is decided with CEO that all partner traders would be included in this project and particular users which are selected by customer support. Those users have been most active on official AgenaTrader’s forum where they showed significant level of enthusiasm and proactivity. People responsible for this project are partially customer support and partially Quality Assurance. Even this represent additional load for those departments, we are expecting trade off in means of increased quality of code, early detection of bugs as well ideas for new features.

Figure 32. Additional Warning for Support Contact Form

Source: Contact | Tradeescort.com, 2015a.
Customer support would get additional relief in their workflow, because of mentioned new support contact form (Figure 25). This web form is “feeding” OTRS database with additional data. Each entry is creating new “client profile” on basis of its email address or updating existing one. In that way for customer support it’s easier to have clear picture even without additional contact with customer. For customers which are concerned regarding their privacy or they refuse to enter any data for any reason, old contact form is still enabled. In order to stimulate users to use new form, additional notice is given (Figure 32). In this way, if user is trying to place request using old form, his is warned that his request would be set with low priority and that it could take up to 4 working days to process.

**Figure 33. RedMine KPI / Burndown Chart**

KPIs implementation is done in combination of OTRS and RedMine. RedMine’s open issues are firstly listed per project and then exported in Comma Separated Values (hereinafter: CSV) file format. From that point processing is done over MS Excel and its Pivot function. Most important categories are number of open and closed issues per project. From that point additional data can be collected regarding last day of activity on an issue. In that way some “forgotten” issues can be spotted and their solution can be reinitiated or in the worst case scenario they can just be closed without solution. In some particular cases, AdminTool data can be used in combination with other key indicators like number of new demo licenses for last month in correlation with dynamics of official web page visits. Mostly used RedMine KPI is measuring completion of one product (Figure 33).

Number of issues are recorded for each day – open and closed one. Chart that is developed for this purpose is actually customization of burndown chart. Difference from actual burndown chart is that, there fixed date is set, when one project would be finished, while here, we are making estimations. As we can see from chart, on basis of previous tempo since 1th May to 1th September, we are estimating that we would complete project by first week of October.
Modification of that kind is done due to size of company and its agility. Same employees who works on development, sometimes they are interrupted because unplanned change in API of some of the brokers, or they need to concentrate on some critical bug fixing etc. If development department have higher number of employees (currently we have only two + CEO) we could dedicate half of them to work for development and other half for emergency and debugging. When this phase of growth comes, we could transform to classical Agile Scrum methodology easier than then now.

Wiki Project execution would not take long time, basically old link for help would be just replaced with new one, but due to its database size, its building process it would take some time. Linking would be done in executable of AgenaTrader as well on its website. Eventually when all data is collected, additional time would be invested so this data base could be available in German as well in English.

At the moment of writing of this thesis, AgenaTrader Education project is still in building phase. Significant amount of working hours must be invested in building tutorial videos, together with quiz questions which needs to available to English and German language.

### 4.4 Process Monitoring and Controlling

Monday morning meeting is main platform for monitoring all of implemented processes. As data source, we would use RedMine and OTRS. For RedMine two main KPIs are developed: average days of delay and sum of days of delay. Methodology is next: open issues are firstly exported in excel where they are processed in next manner: last update date is subtracted with current date (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignee</th>
<th>Nr. of Issues</th>
<th>Avg delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee #4</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>197</strong></td>
<td><strong>70</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are calculated for each issue and later used for calculation of sum and average per employee Final result is shown in form of Pivot Table. For privacy reasons names are generic in
form of “Employee #”. As it can be seen from Table 4, employee #4 have 106 issues with average delay of 96 days per issue. At first sight situation is alarming, but we must be aware of special circumstances. Currently major refactoring of complete source code is in progress - for that reason employee #4 (which is developer and CEO in same time) cannot work on his issues.

Other employees can be analyzed with different criteria. Interesting result can be, for example, employee #3 - his is having 16 issues with average 94 days of delay. In this situation CEO or any other responsible person, with simple double click can inspect all assigned issues for this employee and make conclusion is this really alarming situation and how to solve this bottleneck.

Table 4 could be good KPI indicator for future, where we could inspect average days of delay per each week (each Monday) and by that monitoring overall performance of whole company. Same methodology can be done for OTRS, where mainly customer support would be monitored while RedMine is used for all departments.

In accordance with monitoring results of bottlenecks, we could either modify existing processes or, if we are left out of any solutions, we could try to employ additional worker. If situation from Table 4 continues to exist after refactoring is done, CEO should reconsider for some changes regarding number of employees or redistributing existing work. Of course, this should be done if it is concluded that employees with high average days of delay is not slacking – otherwise company could get in situation to unwillingly promote unproductive behavior.

Second major KPI of software quality is number of unhandled exception in official release. Each report of that kind is actually failure of Quality Assurance department and BetaTesters project.

5 PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

While writing this thesis, several elements appeared which could be improved beside already implemented improvements.

Five levels of priority can be set for each issue in RedMine from its early starts, but this functionality is currently abused. Since there is no clear guidelines and definition what can have the highest priority, very often employees used this attribute to push some issues purely on basis of their feeling towards some bug. Results of described behavior is that roughly 26% of open issues have the highest priority (Immediate) and contradictory they have higher delay for 3 days than average of all issues (Table 5). In practice this situation would mean that if some issue is critical, that setting its priority to highest would not help at all, but maybe even postpone its fixing. Setting all issues to the highest priority issue would not result that they are all important, but quite the opposite – that none of them is.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignee</th>
<th>Nr. of Issues</th>
<th>Avg delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 5. Bottlenecks with All Priorities, (15 December 2015)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignee</th>
<th>Nr. of Issues</th>
<th>Avg delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee #4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>19</strong></td>
<td><strong>48</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In comparison with highest priority issues (Table 7), low issues have share of only 10%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignee</th>
<th>Nr. of Issues</th>
<th>Avg delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee #4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee #5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
<td><strong>70</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Situation of that kind, is slowly leading company in “slow response” mode and could affect poor performance while solving customer reported critical bugs. Company still do not feel the side effects of this bad practice because it has small number of employees which are regularly in contact, each one with another – so they explain directly how important assigned issue is. In that way by direct contact they explain to development what actually highest issue is and make an argument for it, but if company intends to grow, this segment of corporate culture would need to
change. Psychological effect of this simple metrics should not be dismissed. Best example for that are employees #5 and #3 – on 14th December they were provided with their stats (Table 4) and information that they would be tracked in future. In just one day employee #3 finished 10 of his issues (62.5% of all issues assigned to him), while employee #5 completed 3 issues (50%) and decreased average delay from 82 to 17 days.

Wrong conclusion should not be made, this doesn’t not mean that constant productivity would jump for some enormous percentage like 50-60%, but only that employees would be more careful regarding their duties, especially if their stats are noticeable (in negative manners). For stated facts, active monitoring should definitely be established in future where employees (in)activity would be tracked and evaluated.

Reason for this behavior is that, all employees do not have clear goals to achieve week by week (self-motivation is main guide for work), and then, they choose to work on less “boring” issues neglecting in that way for several days issues which are assigned to them. Without proper metric, only way to spot this behavior would be actual delay for new official release or feedback from customer side – asking for estimated time needed for fixing bug that they reported. Second case is extremely harmful for the company public image because it could ruin trust in whole product. So far this behavior did not caused any serious side effects, but it could do so in near future. In order to prevent or at least minimize this kind of behavior, small guide line is written for future use (Figure 34):

Next suggestion would be regarding KPI - burning down chart. During development of this master thesis, named KPI was made as well. From Figure 33, which was taken on 1th September, on basis of current tempo of closing issues and number of opened one, 1th October
was estimated date when all the issues from 1.8 version would be fixed. The problem is that today is 20\textsuperscript{th} March (approximate half year after Figure 33 was made) and there exists still over 100 issues in 1.8 (Figure 35).

*Figure 35. Redmine 1.8 Issues per Months*

![Figure 35: Redmine 1.8 Issues per Months](image)

Reason for this strange situation lies in fact that many issues appeared after 1th September. By using this chart we can see that total number of issues (open and closed combined) skyrocketed from 841 at 1th September 2015 to 1,210 in February of 2016 - in average 76 new issues each month. This is normal behavior for any software when release is made (Myers & Putnam, 2003, p. 55). But even this metric is not complete explanation since starting from May to September, there is also upwards trend regarding total number of issues - 55 new issues per each month. One of the logical explanations is that in time period, more resources are shifted to develop 1.9 version – so even with almost same tempo of increasing new issues, number of open issues have risen because they are not being processed at that time. This is best example why ad hoc project tools cannot work properly in cases where multiple projects are running simultaneously. Second explanation is that, more users started using 1.8 so they covered more testing scenarios than Quality Assurance could. By doing so, new bugs are discovered and documented in RedMine.

In this case, as it can be seen in Figure 35 issues are fixed in accordance with their tempo. Only critical period that can be spotted are September and October when number of open issues broke current trend, but afterwards, dynamics of issues was under the control. This is also due to BetaTesters project, because in this period project started and part of those issues is from their side as well. Reported issues during that period were not critical so no serious damage was done to the public image of the company, but to be able to monitor several projects, IT Include GmbH
needs to think about general solution which would combine Agile/Scrum with IT project management – new platform which would replace current RedMine, or at least upgrade its current workflow.

Currently just two projects are making already trouble with estimations, even though very often they have same improvements (all improvements from lower version are simultaneously improvements of higher version as well), but additional problem would represent dimension of mobile solutions. In near future it is planned to develop mobile solution for three operative systems – Android, iOS and Windows. Each one of those projects would have issues dedicated only to their ecosystem. Beside difficulties in estimations of completions, whole new problem would be how to synchronize some releases of several projects.

**CONCLUSION**

Initially, when I started writing this thesis I knew that I would face some unorthodox solutions, since BPM is not so common in IT companies mainly for agile nature of whole industry. Due to my professional inexperience I was expecting some radical changes like Michael Hammer described in Ford case (1990, p. 107). But, in Include IT GmbH relatively small changes could be done, looking from general overview of processes.

Full potential of Bonitasoft couldn’t be applied since management was not keen to experiment with core changes of their business processes. Main reason for that decision lie in fact that efforts invested into implementation of Bonitasoft would be soon wasted because company’s final goal is solution which is completely Agile/Scrum compatible, which Bonitasoft is not (or it requires significant number of working hours to be developed in that stage). Only usage of Bonitasoft could be done in role of BPMN model builder. While executing those tasks, drawing AS IS and TO BE model, it was noticeable that Bonitasoft is made for more than just BPMN. Connection of processes, ability to easily save/load models and representative look are clearly not top priority of Bonitasoft. BPMN in this case was used just for programming – and not for representation like it was done in this master thesis. So, it could be said that Bonitasoft in this case was misused.

Significant impact on final result are done by modifying some “micro” processes like describing new issue, making auto-build process, designing form for contacting support – in all cases their goals of those processes are achieved, workload on employee’s side is decreased, leaving thus more time to deal with another tasks. Even it was not main purpose of it, motivation was risen by implementing Monday Morning Meeting and KPIs. With establishment of regular meeting in order to track and implement changes in company, positive side effect is achieved as well – team building. Employees really got feeling that their opinion matters and they saw that is possible to make changes in workplace if they make suggestion and other agrees up on it. KPIs from another side, is increasing motivation with different way – regular tracking of each employee.
performance is definitely positive impulse to keep issue list clean as possible. Company is still have place for improvement which was obvious from Table 5.

Regarding quality of the code which is delivered to end users, BPM did the most. Implementation which are responsible for increment of quality are BetaTesters and enhanced software release process. Proof for this statement can be in fact that AgenaTrader 1.8 was officially released in June of 2015. As users had transited from previous version 1.7 to official 1.8, they started reporting issues which QA failed to notice (Figure 36).

![Figure 36. Number of OTRS Cases Opened per Month](image)

This can be seen in the chart, that each month, more and more new issues from final users were reported – from just six in June to thirty-eight in September. Starting from that month, first effects of project BetaTester is noticeable. As reported issues are fixed, they are still checked with old methodology plus additionally given to Beta Testers to try before general public. As previously mentioned, this covers significantly more using scenarios than Include IT GmbH can afford to pay for testing. Experience from IT industry would suggest of course to use automated testing scenarios, but in case of AgenaTrader that option is not possible – to be more precise, it is possible but it would cover only small and insignificant part of software while its core (connection with datafeeds/brokers, correct execution of trades and strategies) would still require manual and exploratory testing.

Similar behavior can be seen with unhandled exceptions (Figure 37) which are sent automatically up on each crash of AT. We can see that starting from official release, AgenaTrader 1.8 was not stable, and this state lasted for next four months. Only when new improvements regarding quality started to work, significant drop of unhandled exceptions is noticed – in average, twenty new exceptions per each month before quality implementations vs six new exceptions per each month after implementation. However this doesn’t not mean that
starting from October AgenaTrader is having 50% less unhandled exceptions – explanation is slightly different. Since all 1.8 features and fixes are in same time 1.9 changes, then any bug which is made it is detected firstly in 1.9 by QA and BetaTesters. By doing that, official release stability is increased on contrast of 1.9. Conclusion is clear, starting from October, just like in Figure 36 significant drop of reported issues is obvious – quality implementations gave positive outcome.

*Figure 37. Number of Unhandled Exception Cases Opened per Month*

Looking from CMM perspective, Include IT GmbH made improvement. At beginning of this paper, this company was standing in repeatable level\(^7\). Main techniques of project management are already established in form of RedMine infrastructure, certain processes already existed and their documentation could be seen in RedMine’s history. Element which is almost putting this company back to initial level of CMM is its CEO which is in same moment main developer for AT++ module of AgenaTrader. CEO role itself requires many tasks to be done, internally and externally and combing CEO role with main developer role is risky but yet only adequate strategy in current situation. Since programming in C#, in financial industry and for creating trading strategies is very rare skills to have in one person\(^8\) and there is no one in current team to replace him—this compromise was forced to be done, at least for the moment. During the writing of this paper Include IT GmbH achieved one level up – defined level. Core processes got detailed structure with defined stakeholders, starting from inflow of bugs and new features up to publishing new release online. Documentation regarding all changes are captured in RedMine.

\(^7\) Second out five, where fifth is the best one

\(^8\) All named skills are necessary to work on AT++ module
and as comments in source code. Regarding problem with main developer/CEO, solution was found in form of “support window”. Support window meant that one day in a week (in this case, Thursday) is devoted just for debugging/developing while during the other days in week, old practice is in force. In that way, dynamics became more stable and more appropriate for planning, because for each week there was minimum developing hours from main developer that company could count on.

For better overview, of complete situation, interview with CEO is conducted, where he was being asked to comment changes in company in last half year – time for which paper was in process.

Gilbert Kreuzthaler:
“Since we started with tracking issues from OTRS and Forum, users requests are managed way much easier back and forwards. Possibility to establish clear tracking from start to end give us clear methodology to responds to users up on resolution of their bug reports or feature proposals.

Regarding BetaTesters, they are one of our best improvements regarding code quality. At very early stage of development we are getting high quality feedbacks – all because users from this project are using our beta version as productive one. Those early adopters are one of our big advantages, since with them appearance of critical bugs in final release is minimized. Users from BetaTester group are using beta release way earlier before final release and this gives us quite good feeling regarding future expectations. Besides Forum and social networks this is our tightest connection with our users where we truly function as community – improving significantly customer satisfaction.

Changes which are done in Mercurial, like tags and auto building are not helpful with quality, but it is more time-saving upgrade. It help developers and me as well, to easily locate bugs and determine if they are maybe already fixed in current release. Developer’s working hour are precious because they are engine of this company, for that reason this is small but efficient upgrade.

Issue tracking is useful but not fully functional solution and in this stage it represent “half-truth”. It could be considered as first step toward ideal stage where company would be able to track several parallel projects, applications, plan their releases in accordance with available resources. Final goal of company should be SCRUM implementation in IT project management which would be customized for our needs.

---

9 All coding lines which are starting with “//” are comments. They are used as explanation and reminder why some programing method is used.
Project of Agena Education and Wiki is very important since it encourages users to self-educate in using AgenaTrader and of course in trading. It should “force” people to learn and effectively solve their problems without contacting customer support. Project is still in progress and we cannot see the results, but we are expecting gradual increase of customer support time savings.”

On basis of CEO’s interview it could be said that BPM is truly never ending process which runs in cycles. Even at this moment new improvement in processes are being done – in direction of SCRUM and improved IT Project management.

Business process management in Include IT GmbH without doubt improved customer satisfaction (over better quality and stability of software due to BetaTesters, faster issue resolution due to prioritization, community effect due to BetaTester project), decreased workload of development and QA department (due to advanced tagging in Mercurial) and customer support (due to Wiki, enhanced web form). Final conclusion on basis of CEO’s interview and metrics done in this thesis is that changes which are done, gave positive results. In contrast to all read papers, all changes (except Bonita) were easy to implement because corporate culture of employees (and CEOs) was completely oriented towards innovations – this gave excellent environment for business process improvements. BPM successfully improved IT Include GmbH but that is not reason to stop there, but only to continue with optimization and future improvement with increased strength from acquired new experience.
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